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The Washington Information Directory is the essential one-stop source for information on U.S. governmental and nongovernmental agencies and organizations. This thoroughly researched guide provides capsule descriptions that help users quickly and easily find the right person at the right organization. The Washington Information Directory offers three easy ways to find information: by name, by organization, and through detailed subject indexes. The volume is topically organized, and within the taxonomic structure the relevant organizations are listed not only with contact information but with a brief paragraph describing what the organization (whether government or nongovernmental) does related to that topic. It is focused on Washington—an organization must have an office in Washington to be listed. It also includes dozens of resource boxes on particular topics and organization charts for federal agencies and NGOs. With more than 10,000 listing sand coverage of the new presidential administration, the 2017–2018 Edition features contact information for the following:

- 115th Congress and federal agencies
- Nongovernmental organizations
- Policy groups, foundations, and institutions
- Governors and other state officials
- U.S. ambassadors and foreign diplomats
- Congressional caucuses
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1.1.1. Command post operations furthers AFPD 10-25 guidance by serving as the focal point for Command and Control for commanders during routine operations, emergencies, contingencies, and increased readiness. The Command Post is a direct representative of the commander and serves as the sole agency responsible for executing Command Post-related Command and Control activities. 1.1.2. The installation Command Post is a wing staff agency organized directly under the wing function. Command Post Managers are tasked with the responsibility of operating the Command Post on behalf of the wing commander. As such, either the wing commander, vice wing commander, or Director of Staff will be the reporting official for the Chief, Command and Control Operations or Superintendent if there is no Chief assigned (T-2).

Each issue includes a classified section on the organization of the Dept.

You’re considering joining or joined the Air Force team. You desire to put your best foot forward at your new job. Maybe you already have your foot in the door and feel job contentment eludes you. “March in step”—work as a team—with proven strategies of success to “close ranks”—get ahead in your career. Where other books are theoretical and geared toward soldiers or officers, Career Progression Guide for Airmen extends practical and insightful advice to develop your knowledge and leadership skills to see, sense, and smell a rewarding career. You’re also supplied with coaching you must have for growth as a professional Airman. Career Progression Guide for Airmen features step-by-step arrangement of the performance report’s bullet statements’ sequence and 6-point chapter key summary to keep your job and career goals in sight. From goal setting, performing to meet expectations, and serving, to transitioning, Overton covers your career progress and provides you tools to get the job done well and touch and taste promotion!
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practice, policy, and research. Consider both civil and military aspects of RPA.

"M otherhood" and "military" are often viewed as dichotomous concepts, with the former symbolizing feminine ideals and expectations, and the latter suggesting masculine ideals and norms. Mothers, military, and society contributes to a growing body of research that disrupts this false dichotomy. This interdisciplinary and international volume explores the many ways in which mothers and the military converge, align, contest, and intersect in society. Through various chapters that include in-depth case studies, theoretical perspectives and personal narratives, this book offers insights into the complex relationship between motherhood and the military in ways that will engage both academic and non-academic readers alike.

This is the ebook study guide for the Air Force Professional Development Guide (AFPM 36-2241). This study guide has been written for those aspiring to become: NCOs (SRA - TSgts) by testing for E-5, E-6, and E-7; SNCOs (MSgt - SMSgt) by testing for E-8 and E-9. This has been completely updated and revised to be aligned with the 2013-2015 Guide. With the help of active duty officers, we have written thousands of test-aligned practice questions for each chapter of the new PDG. Prepare by reading the entire guide, or by quickly navigating to specific chapters you want to focus on!
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Studies Combined: Cyber Warfare In Cyberspace - National Defense, Workforce And Legal Issues

Just a sample of the contents ... contains over 2,800 total pages .... PROSPECTS FOR THE RULE OF LAW IN CYBERSPACE

You’re considering joining or joined the United States Air Force (USAF). You desire to put your best foot forward at your new job and achieve a rewarding career. To rally toward your goal, “march in step” —work as a team— with proven strategies of success to “close ranks” —get and stay ahead in your career—to building your leadership skills and earning your next stripe. This scaled down, second book in the Career Progression Guide for Airmen series ‘cuts to the chase’ and walks you through career progression steps—from A to Z — allowing you to still hone in on the hard-core information for leadership and promotion increase opportunities. As you near the milestone of making the next rank, it then becomes a stepping stone for you to further mission accomplishment and see, sense, and smell a ‘rewarding career’ finish line. You’re also supplied with coaching and mentoring you must have for growth and value as a professional Airmen. The Basics features inspirational lead-off chapter quotes, step-by-step arrangement of the performance report’s accomplishments bullet statement’ sequence, which is important for documenting your job performance, and a 6-point key summary to reinforce your learning and help you to keep your job and career goals in sight. From goal setting, successfully performing to meet expectations, to serving others and self, “The Basics” cuts to the quick and provides you the means to get the job done well and touch and taste the promotion you earn!
Chief Master Sergeant Mark C. Overton, USAF (Retired), is a graduate of the USAF Chiefs’ Leadership Course and earned a masters degree in computer resources and information management. During his twenty six years in the Air Force, Chief Overton’s background includes various duties in 25 communications-computer systems assignments and deployments at the unit, wing and numbered air force levels. Offering a rare perspective of serving as a chief master sergeant, retiree, key spouse mentor, and federal civilian employee, he has penned commentaries on leadership.
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